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Data Sources and Disclaimer
•
•

All information is obtained from publicly available sources.

Unless otherwise stated, all models are currently on sale, or are likely to become available
during 2021, with exact introduction dates varying by manufacturer and model.

•

Except where noted as projects or prototypes, vehicles and technologies listed are from
established manufacturers or start-ups believed to be at high Technology & Manufacturing
Readiness Levels, with recognised dealership, warranty, service and finance support where
appropriate. Vehicles offered as conversions or from unproven “start up” manufacturers are
not yet included.

•

Sources include:

•
•
•
•
•

Manufacturer’s Information
Internal LowCVP documents, research and reports.
CEA – Construction Equipment Association
SMMT
Companies House & Dun & Bradstreet for financial information.

•

Production, revenue and employment figures are the latest available, either 2018 or 2019,
depending on company information filing. Where operations are subsidiaries of international
corporations, separate accounts are not always available, so estimates have been made.
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UK Off-Road and Heavy Duty Market:
Introduction
•

Vehicles and machinery in this market are extremely diverse, with off-road being broadly split
into two major categories:

• Agricultural: primarily tractors, but also loaders, combine harvesters, sprayers and other
•
•
•
•

specialised products.
Construction: including excavators, cranes, pile drivers, loaders, dumpers, compactors, spreaders
& planers.
Although not specifically considered in this study, many of the above vehicles also exist in military
variants, along with actual armoured vehicles.
Also beyond the scope of this study are vehicles designed for unique purposes such as aircraft
ground tugs or container handlers for ports, although both of these are extremely numerous on a
global basis.
For many off-road vehicles, especially excavators, the actual propulsion of the vehicle, while
essential, is a secondary function, with most work being done while stationary, using hydraulic
power.
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UK Off-Road and Heavy Duty Market:
Introduction
•

On-road HDVs range from 3.5-44T, with movement of goods being the dominant activity, but
also a vast range of specialist adaptations including refuse collection, concrete delivery, firefighting and other emergency support services, sweeping and cleaning, and breakdown
service vehicles.
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UK Heavy Duty & Off-Road Market
Combined Turnover

The total turnover of
the HD and off-road
OEM segment is c.
£8.2Bn, split as
shown in the chart.

Segment Turnover £M

Construction is the
dominant segment,
mainly due to JCB, but
also other major players
such as Caterpillar and
Komatsu.
Based on JCB statements,
their turnover is split
roughly 1/3 agriculture
and 2/3 construction.
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Major OEMs by Segment
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Emergency One

Farid Hillend
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OEM Turnover by Country
England currently
represents around 88%
of total market activity,
followed by Northern
Ireland with
approximately 9.5%.
Ireland has particular
strengths in heavyduty material
handling, screening
and crushing
equipment.
Scotland has on-road
OEMs with Emergency
One and Hillend Farid,
plus construction
represented by Volvo.

Combined OEM Turnover
193
778

7192

Scotland
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Market Overview
• Britain is also home to two of the world’s largest diesel engine manufacturers,

•
•
•

•

Caterpillar and Cummins, who provide engines for many of the on and off-road
vehicles manufactured here, as well as a wide range of other applications,
including marine, rail and power generation, with many going for export.
Caterpillar manufacture directly under their own brand, and also via Perkins who
are a wholly-owned subsidiary.
Data for these engine-only operations is not included in the market analysis.
The operating powers and daily energy requirements of most products in this
sector have led to diesel engines being almost totally dominant. By definition,
construction sites, mining, quarrying and agricultural locations tend to have
minimal infrastructure in terms of electricity or alterative energy supply, making
liquid diesel the dominant energy source.
As will be shown later, some segments such as mini-excavators, RCVs and
medium trucks are starting to see some zero-emission alternatives entering the
market.
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Low Carbon Development
• Currently there are no legislative drivers to encourage low or zero-carbon
•
•

•

•

development in the off-road sector. Most recent focus has been on air quality
improvements, with the Stage 5 directive recently taking effect to regulate PM
and NOx.
Societal pressure is however growing to provide low or zero carbon products
wherever technically & economically possible.
Fuel efficiency and hence CO2 reduction has been progressing in many areas by
mostly evolutionary actions, including hybridisation and diesel-electric (series
hybrid) drivetrains, more efficient hydraulics and telematics.
To date, zero-emission variants of off-road machines are all in the smaller
segments, where energy requirements can be met by on-board batteries, and
where there are additional market requirements such as operating indoors or in
confined spaces (e.g. loaders and mini-excavators) which benefit from zero
tailpipe emissions and low noise.
For the on-road HD sector (e.g. DAF trucks), the first regulatory requirements
have just been agreed to reduce CO2 by 15% by 2025 (vs. 2020 baseline), and by
30% in 2030. A key driver for ZE development in this segment is local air quality
and future access to low or zero-emission urban zones.
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Low Carbon Technology
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Off-Road and Heavy Duty Market:
Low-Carbon Technology Challenges
• In the medium term (2020-2040+) there are significant CO2 savings possible, in the

range 85-90%, by use of de-carbonised gaseous and liquid fuels such as bio-methane
and bio-diesel, operating in largely conventional ICE powertrains. Both these options
are currently seeing rapid growth, especially in on-road HGVs, but do not achieve
true zero emissions.

• The remainder of this study will focus on zero-CO2 technology challenges.
• To achieve the net zero-CO2 long term target, also offering zero tailpipe emissions,
the primary choices at present are either battery electric, or hydrogen fuel cell.

• The fundamental issue for de-carbonising heavy duty vehicles is what technology to
use for energy storage, in order to allow the vehicle or machine to operate
independently for an acceptable length of time.
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Off-Road and Heavy Duty Market:
Energy Storage Technology Challenges - Electric
• Taking a typical JCB “backhoe” excavator as an example, the current diesel fuel tank holds 150L,
and will weigh around 150kg full.
• 150L of diesel holds energy of 1500kWh.
• The diesel engine is only around 30-35% efficient, so the useful
energy available is around 500kWh.

• Full electric propulsion is much more efficient, close to 90%, so the
battery only needs to hold about 550kWh to do the same work .

• With current heavy-duty battery technology, this however means a
battery weighing in excess of 3 tonnes, approximately 20 times the mass of the diesel tank, and
with a volume of around 1.7m3 , over 10 times the volume. Although battery technology is
steadily improving, it is expected to be many years before they can provide similar capability to
diesel. In some machines, such as loaders, the heavy battery can be used as a counterbalance.

• Larger machines such as the Volvo dump trucks built in Motherwell have diesel tanks up to 500L,

•
•

so the issue is more acute.
The energy storage challenge for medium and large machines has therefore led to only small
machines such as mini-excavators and loaders being considered feasible for electrification at
present (e.g. JCB, slide 32).
In terms of supply-chain, batteries and their constituent components offer the biggest single
opportunity, as they can typically represent 25-30% of the value of the final vehicle. Although
individual cell manufacture is extremely specialist, the assembly of cells into modules, and
modules into packs, with the associated control and monitoring, require less specific expertise.
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Off-Road and Heavy Duty Market:
Energy Storage Technology Challenges – Electric cont.
•

The second major issue for battery electric energy storage, which does create a supply
opportunity, is thermal management – keeping batteries in a favourable operating
temperature window, typically 0-35oC.

•

The key requirement is to keep the individual cells cool enough to avoid damage or
premature ageing while charging, or being discharged during vehicle use. This is typically
achieved via coolant circulation and radiator as with conventional engines.

•

The extra requirement is to keep the battery warm in freezing conditions, normally using
energy from the battery to heat the coolant and circulate it.

•

For both heating and cooling, a far greater degree of precision is required than with
conventional ICE, requiring extensive sensors, actuator and control systems.

•

In addition to the battery, most vehicles have some form of heating and cooling systems
which, with restricted energy supplies on low-carbon vehicles, need to be as efficient as
possible. Most recent vehicle designs employ heat pump systems for both heating and
cooling.
• Companies such as Grayson Thermal Systems (see Major Suppliers)
are successfully growing in this area.
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Off-Road and Heavy Duty Market:
Energy Storage Technology Challenges – Electric cont.
•
•

A third key supply chain area for battery vehicles and machines is power electronics.

Charging systems will often handle powers of 50-150+kW, requiring heavy-duty electronic
systems, but with very precise software and control systems to ensure safe and reliable
charging of the entire battery pack.

•

Power electronics will regulate the flow of energy from the battery to the motors which
provide propulsion and machine operation (e.g. hydraulics). Depending on the size of the
machine this may range from c. 25kW up to 300-400kW in large construction machines or
HGVs.

•

Power electronics make extensive use of MOSFET transistors for switching high currents.
Scotland has a specialist manufacturer of silicon carbide for these devices, with Clas-SiC Wafer
Fabrication.

•

Opportunities may exist for companies currently supplying high-power control systems in
sectors such as industrial drives, or oil and gas pumping and compression systems.
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Off-Road and Heavy Duty Market:
Low-Carbon Technology Challenges - Hydrogen
•

The current primary alternative to battery-electric machines and vehicles is to use hydrogen
as the energy storage medium, then convert it to electricity via a fuel cell (HFC).

•

Although the layout of components will vary, the core elements of all HFC vehicles are the
same, as depicted in this graphic of a Toyota Mirai:

•Hydrogen storage cylinder(s), sufficient to store the energy required for necessary range/duty.
•Fuel cell to produce electricity from combination of hydrogen and oxygen from the air., typically
sized to produce the “average” power required by the vehicle.
•Battery to store and smooth the electricity flow between the fuel cell and the motor(s).
Significantly smaller than in a battery-only vehicle, but still large enough to provide peak motor
power.

•Power and control electronics.
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Off-Road and Heavy Duty Market:
Low-Carbon Technology Challenges – Hydrogen cont.
•

As with the JCB example, if the machine currently carries 150L of diesel, the greater
efficiency of the HFC means less energy needs to be stored.

•

To deliver 500kWh of useful energy, an HFC system, with typical 50% efficiency, would need
to store around 1000kWh in the form of hydrogen. Hydrogen is extremely energy-dense by
mass, with 33.3 kWh per kg, therefore requiring c. 30kg to be stored.

•

However, hydrogen is a naturally very light gas, so must be compressed to extreme pressure,
usually 350 bar (5150 psi), in order to store energy in an acceptably small volume.

•

To store 30kg of H2 at 350 bar needs typically six cylinders, each 2.11m long with a 0.415m
diameter, and a total volume of c. 1200L, and mass of 600kg. Cylinders are extruded
aluminium, to be impermeable to hydrogen, and wound with carbon fibre, to provide best
strength/weight characteristic.

•

Even allowing for the additional mass of the actual fuel cell, hydrogen therefore usually offers
a lighter solution than a battery-only vehicle as well as a slightly reduced volume. The main
challenge with hydrogen is packaging cylinders in a safe and convenient location in a vehicle.
This is fairly feasible in “boxy” vehicles such as buses, but much more difficult in construction
machines and even HGVs. (See CNH hydrogen tractor in OEM section)
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Off-Road and Heavy Duty Market:
Low-Carbon Technology Challenges - Hydrogen
•

The other key, unique, element in a hydrogen vehicle is the fuel cell to convert hydrogen into
electrical energy. Once electricity is provided, the systems are largely common between
hydrogen and electric vehicles – it is the energy store and conversion which separates them.

•

Currently the only actual fuel cell manufacturer based in the UK is Intelligent Energy, based
in Loughborough, who have developed units up to 100kW for commercial & HD applications,
but to date have mainly focussed on smaller units for military application such as drones.

•

The vast majority of heavy-duty hydrogen vehicle applications to date, including buses and
trains, use Ballard fuel cells, based in Canada. They are being used in the prototype mine
dumper truck being developed by Williams Advanced Engineering for Anglo-American.

•

Cummins Electrified Power in Milton Keynes is a growing global supplier of HFCs, having
purchased the Hydrogenics business in 2017. Currently the core “stack” manufacturing facility
is based in Belgium, with local assembly plants for complete modules located near OEM
customers, such as one recently announced in Germany to supply Alstom “iLint” HFC trains.

•

Johnson Matthey, headquartered in the UK, have a large manufacturing site in Swindon for
HFC components, including membranes and catalysts, which they supply to stack
manufacturers.
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Off-Road and Heavy Duty Market:
Low-Carbon Technology Challenges – Hydrogen cont.
•

As hydrogen propulsion for both on and off-road vehicles is currently still in its infancy, most
suppliers are existing suppliers in other markets, who are looking at automotive as a new
market. Examples include:

•

•
•

Luxfer – primary supplier of high pressure cylinders, currently operating in industrial,
medical, emergency (firefighting breathing apparatus) and recreational (SCUBA).
JRE – valves and regulators, currently supplying offshore, medical and aerospace markets.
Swagelok – high pressure pipework and fittings, currently supplying medical and
aerospace markets.

•

It should be recognised that zero-emission vehicles have made the greatest market impact in
the light (<3.5T) segment, but still only represent around 3% of that market globally, although
growing swiftly, especially in Europe and China. In the heavy duty and off road segments it is
still <<1%. While this limits the scale of current supply chain opportunities, it does show
considerable potential for growth and innovation over the next two decades.
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Automotive Supply Chain Aspects
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Supply Chain Requirements
• Lead times for new suppliers to be developed and incorporated into OEM
•

•
•

products will typically be at least 3-4 years, which is the typical product
development cycle even in the light duty segment. Companies planning to
supply into these segments should therefore expect a multi-year process.
In heavy-duty and off-road segments, product development & replacement
cycles are significantly longer, often 8-10 years, due to the lower volumes
requiring longer production periods to pay back initial investments, and because
product durability and reliability requirements in these areas are extreme,
requiring long test periods prior to manufacture.
Manufacturers tend to be very “risk averse” due to the high direct financial cost
of product failures and warranty repairs, and, especially, the reputational cost of
unreliable products.
OEMs (and higher Tier suppliers) will usually assess risk of a new supplier based
on factors such as:

• Is the new supplier known to us, possibly elsewhere globally, or with a JV partner?
• Is the supplier new to the automotive industry, or established with other companies or other
•

segments?
Is the technology being offered new to either automotive, or entirely new?
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Supply Chain Requirements cont.
• Factors such as the above can be combined and assessed in various ways,

however, overall the degree of novelty will be seen as higher risk, and hence
need to be offset with compelling advantages in areas such as:

• Cost – using this new supplier and technology will provide such an advantage in
•
•

•

manufacturing costs that the risk is acceptable.
Reliability/durability – this supplier/technology will give our products a significant advantage
over our older products or competitors, which we can market as part of our brand image.
Customer experience – a novel product and supplier will provide our customers with such an
attractive product feature or attribute (which could include improved fuel economy/energy
efficiency) that it is worth some risk.
Legislation – using a novel approach may be the only viable way to achieve compliance with
new legislation.

• Suppliers looking to enter the market should therefore consider which

•

element(s) of the above they wish to sell to the OEM. What will make them
worth the risk, especially if trying to replace an existing supplier?
In all cases an OEM will expect a potential supplier to have “done their
homework” and fully understand the requirements of their component or subsystem being offered, and be able to demonstrate how and why their product is
suitable for the proposed application.
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Supply Chain Requirements cont.
• For companies or operations which have parent groups outside the UK (e.g.

•

•

Caterpillar, Komatsu) it is quite likely that supplier selection decisions for volume
manufacturing may be made at the parent location, with the local manufacturing
or development operation having restrictions on what they can decide locally. A
good example of this in the light vehicle sector is Mini, who are based in
Oxfordshire, but whose parent is BMW in Munich, where all major supplier
agreements are ratified.
The diverse and often low-volume nature of the HD and off-road markets, may
give opportunities for new suppliers, who may be better suited to providing a
few hundred components per year rather than tens of thousands. Establishing
capability with a low-volume OEM or Tier 1, and hence de-risking the “nonautomotive” question, before moving up to higher volumes, would be a practical
route to market.
As per above point, smaller companies are more likely to have local supply-chain
decision making, and may also be more nimble, so may be easier to work with
for new entrants.
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OEM Overview
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OEM Operating Locations
Farid Hillend
Dunfermline

Caterpillar
Peterlee

Volvo (Terex)
Motherwell

Komatsu
Chester-Le-Street

Emergency One
Cumnock

JCB Cheadle, Foston,
Rocester
Caterpillar
Leicester

McCloskey
Dungannon

Mecalac
Coventry

Terex
Dungannon

Sandvik
Ballygawley

Dennis Eagle
Coventry

BG Pavers
Preston

Thwaites
Leamington Spa

DAF Trucks
Leyland

Case New Holland
Basildon

Phoenix Engineering
Chard

Scarab Sweepers
Tonbridge
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OEMs – BG Pavers
•
•
•
•
•

Small manufacturer of specialist road and test track surfacing machines.

35 employees
Turnover c. £12M
All machines currently diesel operated, ranging from 30-108kW.
Low carbon activity: none known.
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OEMs – Case New Holland (CNH)
•
•
•
•

Agricultural tractor manufacture, for Case and New Holland brands.

Approximately 22,000 units per year.
Turnover approx. £1.2Bn. Part of global CNH group with c. £22Bn turnover.
Low Carbon Development:

• Joint program with CMB Technologies in Brentwood, Essex, to develop hydrogen dual-fuelled

•
•
•
•

tractors. Initial batch of 100 being constructed for trial. First four on trial in Netherlands.
Roof-mounted 350 bar H2 cylinders from Luxfer.
Currently focused on smaller tractors manufactured in Italy, rather than Basildon, which make
larger models.
Bio-methane tractors jointly developed by Ricardo and IVECO.
Gas cylinders front mounted for prototypes.

Prototype CNG/biomethane tractor at
LCV 2019

Prototype hydrogen dual-fuel tractor
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OEMs - Caterpillar
•

US parent is world’s largest construction equipment company, and UK is largest operation
outside US.

•

Produce vehicles and non-mobile equipment as well as engines under both Caterpillar and
Perkins brands.

•

Further operations in military vehicles, marine and rail + Solar Turbines (Aberdeen) –
specialists in gas turbines ad compressors for oil & gas industry.

•
•
•

UK turnover approximately £850M (excluding Perkins)
Over 1000 engineers in R&D across multiple sites.
Low Carbon Development:

• Concept of battery electric wheel loader shown in 2019. 41kWh battery, expected 4 hours

•
•
•

operation. Not yet in series production. Similar to Volvo all-electric wheel loader.
Mini and 25t electric excavators under development with Norway’s Pon Equipment (2018/19).
Prototype underground loading machine shown on 2017 for mining, not yet in series production.
Diesel-electric propulsion widely deployed in heavy-duty bulldozers.

Prototype electric wheeled loader
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OEMs – DAF Trucks
•
•
•
•
•

Medium and heavy duty truck manufacturer, part of wider DAF and PACCAR group.

Produces rigid and articulated trucks from 7.5 to 44T.
Annual production approximately 15,000 trucks.
Turnover approximately £1.2Bn.
Low carbon development:

•
•
•
•

Recently announced two all-electric “CF” trucks to go on sale in 2021.
CF 6x2 rigid – 28T. Also supports RCV derivative in use in Netherlands.
CF 4x2 tractor – 37T
Both equipped with same 200kW, 2000Nm motor and 350 kWh battery pack.
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OEMs – Dennis Eagle
•
•
•
•

RCV manufacturer, part of Terberg-Roca group.

Circa 1,000 vehicles per year.
Turnover approximately £237M
Low Carbon Development:

• Fully electric “E-Collect” RCV launched late 2019, now on general sale and in service with

•
•
•

numerous councils.
Powertrain developed by MagTec in Sheffield.
200kW motor with 300 kWh battery pack.
Extensive telematics including data storage and video capture from 5 cameras.
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OEMs – Emergency One
•
•
•
•

Fire Appliance manufacturer, from light to full-size (18T).

Approximately 230 vehicles per year.
Turnover c. £46M
Low carbon development:

• First prototype E1 – EV0 all electric, fully-sized appliance demonstrated in October 2020. Not yet

•
•
•

available for customer orders.
High performance 350kW motor
280 kWh battery offering up to 200 mile range
c. 80kW pumping capacity, 3000LPM @ 10 bar.
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OEMs – Farid Hillend
•

Manufacture a wide range of specialised waste and refuse collection and handling vehicles
from 7.5 to 32T.

•
•
•
•

Part of Farid group of Italy.
Approximately 200-300 vehicles per year.
Annual turnover c. £30M (2019).
Low carbon development:

• Low volume of duel-fuel vehicles developed with ULEMCO.
• Recent incremental improvements via improved transmission efficiency (Allison) on large vehicles.
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OEMs - JCB
•

Leading British construction and agricultural equipment manufacturer with products ranging
from mini-excavators to large excavators, fast tractors, telescopic loaders and traditional backhoes. Global leader in backhoe and telescopic handler production.

•
•
•

2018 turnover of c. £3.3Bn
Approximately 40,000 vehicles per annum.
Low carbon development:

• Range of six all-electric small vehicles under “E-TEC” brand:
• Scissor lift
• Dumpster
• Dumper
• Telescopic forklift
• Telehandler (loadall)
• Mini-excavator
• Telehandlers and mini-excavators are the first and third highest-volume products in the UK
•
•

•

(backhoes second), so these products are in relatively high-volume segments.
Batteries sourced from Hyperdrive, see Tier 1 section.
Also an on-site powerpack of either 23 or 46kWh, to replace diesel generators, for power tools,
lighting or recharging E-TEC products.
Prototype 20t fuel cell hydrogen excavator in development
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OEMs – Komatsu (UK) Ltd.
•

Part of Komatsu group of Japan. Third largest construction equipment manufacturer in UK
after JCB and Caterpillar.

•
•
•
•

Produces large crawler excavators from 20-70T.
Approximately 1,100 excavators per year.
Annual turnover £191M (2018)
Low carbon development:

• eDumper is claimed to be the world’s largest EV (111 tonnes, 65t payload, 700 kWh battery, being
•

developed in Switzerland). Electric mini excavator also in development (2019).
Significant efficiency improvements may be achieved through digitally-controlled hydraulics (c.f.
Artemis and Volvo).
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OEMs – McCloskey
•

Manufacturer of heavy-duty material handling, crushing, recycling and shredding equipment.
Some mobile, some fixed.

•
•
•
•

Founded in Ireland but HQ in Canada. Sold to Finnish group Metso in 2019 for c.£250M.
300 employees (Ireland), global turnover £330M (2018)
All machines diesel powered, typically Caterpillar, ranging from 75 to 400kW.
Low carbon development: none known.
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OEMs – MECALAC (UK) Ltd.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Producer of backhoe excavator/loaders, dumpers and rollers.

Part of French-based Mecalac group, previously Terex.
Annual production c. 2000 vehicles
Turnover £78M (2018)
Currently vehicles diesel-driven, using Perkins engines.

Low carbon development:

• None known in UK.
• Parent company has developed all-electric wheeled excavator the E12, with unusually large 146
kWh LFP battery pack allowing 8 hour operation and overnight charging. Separate electric motors
for excavation and propulsion.
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OEMs – Phoenix Engineering
•

Small manufacturer of specialised road laying equipment including chipping and bitumen
spreaders.

•
•
•

Turnover £6M (2019). 64 employees
Currently vehicles diesel-driven.
Low carbon development:

• None known
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OEMs – Sandvik
•
•
•
•
•

Manufacturers of heavy duty crushing and screening machines for mining and construction.

Part of Swedish based, but global, Sandvik group.
Annual turnover c. £80M, c. 300 employees (Ireland)
c. 40,000 worldwide. Global turnover c. £10 Bn
Low carbon development:

• None currently known in this segment. Parent company active on battery-electric mining vehicles.
Strong sustainability ethos throughout organisation.
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OEMs – Scarab Sweepers
•
•
•
•

Manufacturers of road sweepers from 3.5 – 18+T

•

Low carbon development:

Part of French FAYAT group.
Annual turnover c. £35M

Smaller sweepers use Deutz diesel engines, larger built on commercial chassis and
powertrains, typically Volvo or DAF.

• Dual-fuel sweepers developed for Aberdeen, jointly with ULEMCO.
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OEMs – Terex
•
•
•
•
•

Manufacturers of crushing, screening and material handling equipment.

•

Low carbon development:

Part of North American Terex group.
Annual turnover c. £368M (2018)
Approximately 1,800 employees in Northern Ireland.

Mobile equipment diesel powered, static either diesel or grid electricity. Typical power 350550 HP.

• Diesel-electric hybrid variants
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OEMs – Thwaites Dumper Trucks
•
•
•
•
•

Manufacturer of site dumper trucks from 1- 9T.

Annual turnover c. £83M (2018)
Annual production c. 3000 units.
Yanmar and Deutz diesel engines
Low carbon development:

• None known.
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OEMs – Volvo (Terex) Haulers
•

Manufacturers of large rigid and articulated haulers, typically for mining and heavy
construction industries, 28-91T weight.

•
•
•
•

Part of global Volvo truck and construction equipment group.
Annual turnover c. £117M (2018)
Annual production c. 300-400 units.
Low carbon development:

• Intense power and energy requirements in this sector currently requires diesel propulsion.
• Volvo parent company has a prototype all-electric loader of much smaller 5T capacity, with 39kWh
battery. Not yet on sale.
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Other OEMs – without UK operations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bobcat (USA) – electric mini excavator

Hyundai (S Korea) – electric and fuel cell excavators and forklifts, launch expected 2023
Kobelco (The Netherlands) – electric mini excavator, launch expected 2021
Kubota (Norway) – various electric excavators (2-8t, 20-80 kWh)
Liebherr (Switzerland) – fully electric mixer trucks (5-axle rigid, 40 tonnes)

Schäffer (Germany) – electric yard and wheel loaders (2t)
Suncar HK (Germany) – electric excavators (2-16t)
ViridiParente (USA) – “Green Machine” electric mini excavators
Wacker Neuson (Austria) – electric excavators, wheel loaders and dumpers

XCMG (China) – electric 3.5t excavator
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Major Supplier Overview
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Key Supplier Operating Locations
AMTE Power Thurso

Avid Technology
Cramlington

Bosch Rexroth
Glenrothes

Britishvolt Gigafactory
Blyth

Clas-Sic Silicon
Carbide, Lochgelly

Hyperdrive Innovation
Sunderland

Artemis Intelligent
Power Edinburgh

Envision AESC Sunderland
Cummins Engines
Darlington

Caterpillar Belfast
Schrader Tech. Antrim
Bosch Rex. Wakefield

Denso Marston
Shipley

Swagelok, Isle of Man

JCB Power Systems
Derby

MagTec, Sheffield
ULEMCO, Liverpool

Luxfer Gas Cylinders
Nottingham

Grayson Thermal
Systems
Birmingham

Perkins Engines
Peterborough

Caterpillar Trans.
Wolverhampton
WMG and UKBIC
Warwick

Kawasaki Precision
Machinery Plymouth
Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership

Hyperbat
Coventry

Cummins Electrified
Power Milton Keynes

Supply Chain Overview
•

Similarly to OEMs, suppliers identified range in size by several orders of magnitude, with
turnover ranging from <£10M to >£1Bn, and employees ranging from <20 to >2000.

•

While some suppliers are focused uniquely on low carbon innovations, most are existing
suppliers, either to the conventional automotive sector, who are now developing low-carbon
products (e.g. Grayson Thermal Systems), or to adjacent industries, who are now supplying
into the low-carbon automotive market (e.g. Luxfer).

•

These different routes to market reflect some of the approaches to managing risk as
discussed on slide 21-22 on supply chain requirements.

•

For the purpose of this study, suppliers still focused almost exclusively on diesel engine
supply, which are still dominant players (Caterpillar, Cummins and Perkins), are excluded.

•

Excluding these major diesel manufacturers, the suppliers listed have a combined turnover of
approximately £1.2Bn.

•

The largest supplier in this segment based in Scotland is Bosch Rexroth hydraulics in
Glenrothes, which is focused on mobile applications, so is a key asset.

•

AMTE Power in Thurso is currently a smaller supplier, but if the JV with Britishvolt develops
as planned, it will become a major player, although the initial gigafactory is based in Blyth.
Sub-supply opportunities for cells may develop in areas such as aluminium and copper foils.

•

Clas-SiC silicon carbide wafer fabrication in Lochgelly has major potential to supply into the
rapidly growing power electronics market for electrified transport.
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Key Suppliers – AMTE Power
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Li-Ion Battery Cell Manufacture, based in Thurso

Established in 1997 (as AGM Batteries Ltd)
Active in automotive, aerospace, oil & gas, defence and energy storage sectors
Currently targeting low volume specialist vehicle manufacturers
Various products due for release in 2021 (prototypes available now)

39 employees in 2020, turnover unknown

MoU with BritishVolt signed in 2020 to develop (as part of £4bn investment) two new “gigafactories” in UK, one location now confirmed as Blyth, second TBD.
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Key Suppliers – Artemis Intelligent Power
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital displacement efficient hydraulic pumps & valves

Spin-out from University of Edinburgh wave and tidal energy research in 1994
Now part of Danfoss Group, Artemis based near Edinburgh (65 employees, £4m turnover)
Manufacturing, R&D and durability testing capability
Hybridisation technology applicable to vans, trucks

Energy recovery technology for rail and off-highway
Editron Electric machines for specialist and marine sectors
APC funded project to lower CO2 from off-road vehicles, 2022 end
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Key Suppliers – Avid Technology
•

Electrified powertrain components – battery systems, motors, power electronics, pumps,
fans. HD on road and off road customers.

•
•
•
•

Based in Northumberland, established 2004, c. 71 employees (2019). Turnover unknown.
CEO Ryan Maughan FIMechE (pictured)
eFan micro hybrid system for mining and construction equipment
EVO electric motors also well suited to hybrid and electric off-highway machines
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Key Suppliers – Bosch Rexroth
•

Wide range of hydraulics, electric drives and industrial power solutions. Major supplier to
construction and agricultural machinery sector.

•
•
•
•

Manufacture in Glenrothes and Wakefield, UK HQ in Cambridgeshire, plus worldwide.
£230m turnover, 700 employees (2019)
Developed control systems for Emergency One vehicles in 2015
Low carbon development:

• Integration of engine management and hydraulic control systems to minimise energy
•
•

consumption.
Hydraulic engine stop-start systems using stored hydraulic power.
Application of variable-displacement pumps to reduce hydraulic energy consumption (c.f. Artemis).
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Key Suppliers – Britishvolt
•

Start-up manufacturer aiming to be largest automotive battery manufacturer in UK. Likely to
focus on high-volume, light vehicle segment, but may diversify.

•
•

AMTE Power key supplier partner, giving AMTE high volume route to market.

Initial plant to be built at Blyth in Northumberland with £2.6Bn investment. Construction to
commence 2021, operations start 2023, ramping up to completion in 2027.

•

Adjacent solar park, windfarm and direct connection to new Norwegian 1.4 GW HVDC
interconnector, also coming ashore at Blyth, and due for completion in 2021, providing zeroCO2 hydro-power from Norway. Should yield ultra-low “embedded” CO2 in batteries.

•
•

30 GWh planned capacity.
3000 direct and c. 5000 supply chain employees.
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Key Suppliers – Caterpillar Axles & Transmissions
•
•

Bases in Northern Ireland and the West Midlands

•

Low carbon development:

Component subassembly for Caterpillar articulated trucks and off-highway vehicles and
supplier to other transmission manufacturers

• None known.
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Key Suppliers – Clas-Sic
Silicon Carbide Wafer Fabrication
•
•
•
•
•

Based in Lochgelly, Fife, formed 2017.

Turnover: c. £13.3M (2019)
Highly specialised team of 35+ engineers and scientists.
Enabling rapid scale-up from design to high-volume manufacture, “from lab to fab”.

Specialised low to medium volume manufacture of silicon-carbide wafers used in MOSFET
power electronics, critical element for most motor power controllers and associated systems.

•

Supplying solutions for automotive, marine, rail and aerospace. Potentially very large role in
providing power electronics for zero-carbon electrified transport.
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Key Suppliers – Cummins
•
•
•

Darlington plant builds diesel engines, 4-9 litres
Also emissions aftertreatment development and testing and European Technical Centre

Milton Keynes base for Cummins Electrified Power Europe Ltd – bought from Johnson
Matthey in 2018. 50 employees, £19m turnover (2018)

•

Cummins purchased Hydrogenics fuel cell business in 2017. PEM stacks manufactured in
Belgium, currently building assembly plant for Alstom hydrogen FC trains in Germany.

•

US Parent company involved in various electrification initiatives for HD road and off-highway
vehicles including batteries, drive systems (plug-in hybrid and full EV) and fuel cells

•

The XCMG Electric Excavator is powered by Cummins battery modules
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Key Suppliers – Denso Marston
•
•
•
•

Radiators & cooling systems, based in Yorkshire

£95m turnover, 760 employees (2019)
Manufacturing thermal systems for construction, industrial and agricultural applications

Parent company (Denso) are one of the world’s largest Tier 1 suppliers, involved in hybrid,
full electric and fuel cell vehicle systems including battery cooling, heat pumps, airconditioning systems and motors
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Key Suppliers – Envision AESC
•
•
•

Cell and battery pack manufacture, based in Sunderland (formerly part of Nissan)

•
•
•

Supplier of cells to Hyperdrive.

1.9 GWh plant capacity, currently largest and oldest (2012) in UK.

Turnover c. £300M (not quoted, based on plant capacity). Employees c. 400, pre-CoVid
reduction of c. 30%.
Currently conducting feasibility study into further Gigafactory expansion.

Part of Envision Group (China), focused on renewable energy assets and smart city
ecosystems

Nissan Leaf+ 62 kWh battery pack
with AESC cells and modules
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Key Suppliers – Grayson Thermal Systems
•
•

Cooling, heating and air-con system manufacturer, based in West Midlands

•
•
•
•

Heat pump systems (Wright bus)

Supply low volume vehicle industries worldwide, including bus, coach, rail, off-highway and
commercial vehicles
Cooling systems for fuel cells
Battery thermal management system

£32m turnover, c. 300 employees (2019) - expecting major growth in EV system sales from
2021
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Key Suppliers – Hyperbat
•

Battery manufacturing partnership between Unipart (manufacturing) and Williams Advanced
Engineering (Engineering)

•

New 2,300m2 facility opened in Coventry in 2019, however not currently in production as
original OEM project (Aston-Martin Rapide-E) has been postponed.

•

Planned capacity of 10,000 packs of 60 kWh p.a., 0.6 GWh p.a. Would represent turnover of
c. £90M at capacity.
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Key Suppliers – Hyperdrive Innovation
•
•

Battery supplier to JCB & others (e.g. Ocado warehouse AGVs) using Envision AESC cells.

Based in Sunderland, 40 employees, 30,000 units p.a. production, 173 MWh, would
represent turnover of c. £26M.

•

Announced in Nov 2020 battery partnership with Dutch electric construction machinery
specialist, Limach.

•

Also 2020 signed battery supply agreement with Hitachi rail, based nearby in Newton
Aycliffe.
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Key Suppliers – JCB Power Systems
•
•
•
•

Diesel engine supply to JCB & third parties, 60-130kW.

Based in Derbyshire
£211m turnover, 300 employees (2019)
No specific low carbon activity identified beyond that of parent group.
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Key Suppliers – Kawasaki Precision Machinery
•

Industrial hydraulics manufacture, piston motors and pumps, controls and valves, including
for off-highway applications

•
•

£59m turnover, 280 employees (2019)
Low carbon development:

• None known.
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Key Suppliers – Luxfer Gas Cylinders Ltd
•

Manufactures and supplies aluminium and composite cylinders for containment of liquefied
and high-pressures gases, including methane and hydrogen. World leader. Used by ULEMCO
and CNH Tractors

•

Headquartered in Manchester, with cylinder manufacturing in Nottingham, although primary
composite cylinder manufacturing in Canada. Nottingham also provides pack assembly and
fitment of elements such as pipework, valves and pressure regulators.

•
•

1700 employees & £340M global turnover 2019
324 employees & £72M turnover (UK) 2019
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Key Suppliers - MagTec
•

Powertrain development, manufacture and supply of battery systems, motors, control
electronics and telematics for commercial vehicles, including buses, medium HGV, and Dennis
Eagle E-Collect refuse collection vehicle

•
•
•

Retrofit re-power systems for HD vehicles
Based in Sheffield, c. 40 employees, 2019 turnover £11M

Consortium led by Magtec awarded £6m in APC funding in 2020 for scaling up production in
the UK of Magtec’s world-leading electric motors.

•

Magtec will collaborate with leading transport sector OEMs Paneltex, Volta Trucks and Dennis
Eagle, strategic partner Angel Trains and the Manufacturing Technology Centre
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Key Suppliers – Perkins Engines
•
•
•
•

Based in Peterborough, site for diesel engine manufacturing and R&D centre

•

Part of Caterpillar group.

2,500 employees, £1.5bn turnover (2018)
Production capacity of 500,000 engines p.a.

Developing hybrid systems but “we believe diesel technology will remain the key power
source for the majority of machines we look to power for the next generation or two”
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Key Suppliers – Schrader
•
•

Based in Co. Antrim NI.

•
•

C. 1200 employees (2018, reductions in 2019 & 2020). NI turnover unknown.

Manufacturer of sensor systems, especially tyre pressure monitoring systems for on and offroad automotive market. Off road systems include telematics and remote monitoring for
complete fleet management. Parent manufactures wide range of engine sensors.
Part of global (US) Sensata group, c. 10,000 employees, c. £2.6Bn turnover (2019)
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Key Suppliers – Swagelok
•
•
•
•

Based in Douglas, Isle of Man

200 employees, c. £18M turnover (2019)
Part of global (US Headquarters) Swagelok group, c. 4200 employees, £1.5Bn turnover (2017)

Manufacturer and supplier of high pressure gas and liquid pipework and fittings for process,
oil & gas, aerospace and automotive markets. Preferred supplier for 350+ bar hydrogen
systems.
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Key Suppliers – ULEMCO
• Ultra-Low Emission Company, specialising in hydrogen mobility for commercial vehicles from large van upwards.

Core and current technology and capability is the globally unique capability to convert standard diesel fuelled
vehicles, to run on hydrogen dual fuel (H2ICED®), including medium and heavy trucks, and specialist vehicles such
as gritters for Glasgow and road sweepers and RCVs for Aberdeen, Western Isles, and others

• Here and now opportunity for large CO2 reductions (25-40%) in heavy vehicles, combined with creating demand
for the development of the hydrogen supply chain.

• Current prototype/one off production capability c. 50 units, however actively working with a range of UK based
specialist vehicle manufacturers such as Hillend Farid, to supply kits for assembly under license that will
maximise use of local labour and production volumes

• Other product/capability includes fuel cell integration, including the FC Rx™ as a range extension to base electric
vehicle platforms such as the Nissan eNV200 for Aberdeen and Logan Energy. Currently using capability to
develop ZERRO, a zero emission emergency response ambulance

• Non-road examples includes provision of core IP and capability (ECU and electrical systems) for CNH tractors,
Conversion of the APU on the Shapinsay Ferry;

• Primary sub-suppliers examples:
•
•
•
•

ECU – NIRA AB (Sweden)
Cylinders & valves – Luxfer (Nottingham/Canada)
Pressure regulators – JRE (Loughborough/Leicester)
High pressure pipework – Swagelok (Isle of Man)

• Ongoing research projects in 100% hydrogen zero emission combustion with Brighton & Southampton unis.
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Key Suppliers – Williams Advanced Engineering
•
•

Standalone technology and engineering spin-off from Williams F1 team.

Partner with Unipart in “Hyperbat” medium-scale battery manufacturing facility, 2,300m2,
with capacity for 10,000 packs per year. Initially targeting high performance on-road market,
may also be suitable for off-road and specialist applications.

•

Supplier of battery packs for Formula-E motorsport and other motorsport and aerospace
applications including Extreme-E and ETCR.

•

Developing and manufacturing 400kWh lithium-sulphur (Li-S) battery system jointly with Oxis
Energy for high-performance electric boat to be shown 2021.

•

Commissioned by Anglo-American mining to develop prototype of world’s largest hydrogen
FC-powered mining truck, including >1,000kWh combined energy storage and full kinetic
energy recovery when descending to mine area. Trials commencing in 2021.
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R&D Centres
•

With the exception of the participation of St. Andrew’s University in the Faraday Challenge
sodium-ion battery consortium, and the hydrogen fuel-cell train development, there is no
clear evidence of academic activity in Scotland focused on technical solutions for low-carbon
vehicles in the heavy duty and off-road segments.

•

Aligned with the general geographic concentration of both suppliers and OEMs in the
midlands, significant centres of low-carbon R&D exist at Birmingham, Coventry, Warwick and
Nottingham Universities, plus the large new IAAPS facility at Bath.

•

Not focused on low-carbon development, but on more general off-road vehicle technology,
there is a specialist centre at Cranfield university.
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R&D: Bath University
•

Extensive 40+ year history of low-carbon powertrain and vehicle development for companies
including Ford and JLR, and in collaboration with other partners including Ricardo, AVL &
Mahle Powertrain (Cosworth)

•

Currently finalising commission the all-new £70M Institute for Advanced Automotive
Propulsion Systems (IAAPS), due to open summer 2021.

•

17 test cells with maximum test rating of 750kW, allowing virtually all classes of on and offroad propulsion system to be analysed.
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R&D: Birmingham University
•
•

Primary centre for hydrogen fuel cell research in the UK.

Extensive research topics and projects ranging from core FC technologies and chemistries,
such as PEM and Solid-Oxide, through to application projects

•

Both Masters and Doctoral level teaching and research, with significant international student
and academic staff and students.

•

Partner in FC application projects including marine, inland waterways and rail (Hydroflex,
jointly with Birmingham Centre for Railway Research & Education, BCRRE).
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R&D: Brighton University
•

Various projects completed 2015-2019 on hydrogen combustion in conventional engines,
primarily as dual-fuel with diesel, demonstrating efficiency and pollution-control capability.

•

Future projects planned with ULEMCO.
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R&D: Cranfield University
•

Off-road vehicle dynamics research and testing, at Cranfield (Bedfordshire) and Shrivenham
(Wiltshire) campuses

•

Part of the Advanced Vehicle Engineering Centre

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a large whole vehicle soil lane with a range of surface materials
off-road environment simulation unit
single wheel tyre test apparatus
high speed tyre testing rig
four post vehicle articulation rig specially designed for off-road applications
four-poster shaker rig for vibration testing
wind tunnels for aerodynamic testing
suspension testing
smart winch
rolling road dynamometer
a range of vehicles suited to off-road applications
electronics and data acquisition equipment
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R&D: Imperial College London
•

Extensive hydrogen and fuel cell research centre since 2012, including computational,
analytical and experimental HFC research.

•
•
•
•
•

Home of the UK Hydrogen and Fuel Cell “Supergen” hub, funded by EPSRC.

•

Provider of courses and conferences in fuel cells and related technologies.

Currently partnered with Toyota on Mirai HFC vehicle research.
Research on solid oxide FC as well as more prevalent PEM types.
Flow-battery research centre.

Created Bramble “scalable” HFC manufacturing spin-out in 2016, using standard PCB
manufacturing technology to dramatically cut HFC cost and lead-time. Recently (Aug 2020)
received additional £5M funding and currently partnered with BOC (Linde) to demonstrate
small-scale products as replacements for diesel generators.
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R&D: University of Nottingham
•
•
•
•

Centre for Doctoral Training (CDT) in Sustainable Hydrogen, funded by EPSRC.

Initial 5 year program to train at least 67 PhD’s in “Disruptive Hydrogen Technologies”
Strong industrial links to c. 40 companies including ITM Power (electrolysers).
Major research areas:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost reduction
Improving the efficiency and resilience of generation
Storage and gas upgrade technologies
Utilising low cost or waste resources e.g. agri-waste and recycling of critical elements
Systems level and multisectoral innovations
System-level optimisation
Harmonisation of standards across generation, purification and distribution
Unlocking tangential market opportunities
Safety
Innovative safety strategies and engineering solutions
Inherently safer engineering designs
Sensors
Regulation, codes and standards
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R&D: St. Andrew’s University
•

Leader of £12M consortium project (jointly with Cambridge, Lancaster and Sheffield
Universities, plus UCL) funded by the Faraday Institute

•
•

4 year project to develop lower-cost sodium-ion batteries as alternative to lithium-ion.

Potential applications in heavy-duty and off-road vehicle markets, as well as marine, rail and
stationary storage.
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R&D: Warwick Manufacturing Group (WMG)
•

Centred on Warwick University, WMG and related facilities including the Energy Innovation
Centre (EIC), International Manufacturing Centre (IMC) and UK Battery Industrialisation Centre
(UKBIC) form the leading hub for battery R&D in the UK, from fundamental research through
to large-scale industrialisation.

•

Headed by Professor David Greenwood, ex-Ricardo, with a clear focus on application and
industrialisation as well as core research.

•

UKBIC is the most recently commissioned facility, following £130M of investment, and
providing an 18,500m2 industrial-scale stepping stone between university research and full
“Gigafactory” scale manufacture. Currently being used by companies such as AMTE power for
industrial process development.

•

Opportunities to test new materials and suppliers in cell and battery manufacturing process,
including anode, cathode and electrolyte materials, and metallic components such as highprecision copper and aluminium foils.
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Summary
• The heavy-duty and off-road segment in the UK is an extremely diverse, £multi-billion market,

featuring both OEMs and a major supply base, with companies ranging from tiny <£10M operations
to global OEMs with turnover in £Bn.

• In both the on-road (e.g. DAF) and off-road (e.g. JCB) segments, electrified, zero-emission products
are being brought to market, however these are still in relative infancy, and near term customer
take-up rates are very difficult to predict.

• With the exception of the ULEMCO dual-fuel ICE conversions, there is currently very little evidence
of hydrogen as an energy storage choice.

• The dominance of traditional, diesel-powered, vehicles and machines means that currently the

greatest supply-chain opportunities are in this area, with an opportunity to develop and build an
“automotive” track record possibly with smaller companies, before growing to supply major
international OEMs, or to providing novel technologies.

• Although Scotland has a presence in this market, with three OEMs, and potentially key suppliers

such as AMTE Power, Clas-SiC, and Bosch-Rexroth, the data collected for this report does indicate
that the majority of OEMs, suppliers and related University R&D are in England and Northern
Ireland. Hence companies in Scotland wishing to grow in this market should strongly consider
partnerships, possibly in all three of these categories.

• Government-funded agencies such as the Advanced Propulsion Centre (APC), are established

specifically to support development of low-carbon supply-chain companies, with projects requiring
OEM or Tier 1 partners, as well as new entrants, in order to demonstrate a route to market.
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